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2018 World Bromeliad Conference in San Diego
Scott Sandel1 & Nancy Groves1

The Latest News
Keynote and Seminar Speakers are inked!
Bienvenido a San Diego! The conference host committee here at the San Diego Bromeliad Society is happy
to share with you developments on next year’s conference.
We would like to announce our list of speakers for next
year’s conference in sunny San Diego, California. We have
been hard at work, assembling an international gathering
of speakers. Seminar topics will be a balance of science
discussions, brom-centric travel, cultivation perspectives
and other topics of interest to the advanced bromeliad
enthusiast. Our tentative list of speakers is as follows:

Photo by Anthony Scoggins
Photography.

Dennis Cathcart, Florida
Pam Koide Hyatt, California
Paul Isley, California
Jeffery Kent, California
José Manzanares, Ecuador
Li Ping, China
Peter Waters, New Zealand
Scott Sandel from the San
Diego host affiliate society will
give the opening remarks on
opening day, Wednesday, along
with Lyn Wegner, president of
BSI, who will address BSI’s current programs. For 2018, we are
pleased to have Dennis Cathcart
of Tropiflora, in Sarasota, Florida
to address us at the banquet. Known to many of us in the bromeliad world, Dennis
has let’s-just-say several years of experiences to share with us. He has been on many,
many adventures in bromeliad habitat and has a few stories to tell about his experiences
running their Florida-based bromeliad nursery with his wife Linda and their team. For
2018, we are pleased to have Li Ping come to us from China and tell us about what
WBC Affiliate Host Committee Co-Chair

1
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it’s like growing bromeliads there. Li Ping developed the bromeliad collections at the
Shanghai Botanical Gardens for 10 years. Her current position, since 2012, is with a
new botanical garden, The Shanghai Chenshan. Our other well-known speakers from
other points on the globe will speak on a varied range of topics. In addition, Southern
California local Jeffery Kent, from Kent’s Bromeliad Nursery will be here. His nursery
provides more than 100 commercial varieties year-round from their 840,000 squarefoot nursery, and he will share his love of adventure and his extensive knowledge of
bromeliads collected from the jungles of Central and South America. Additionally, he
will speak on topics of relevance to hybridists and those of us interested in knowing
how our favorites are created.
Please Send Your Conference Inquiries!
We can’t do this without BSI support.
Firstly, check out Conference Corner on the BSI webpage for registration (http://
www.bsi.org/new/conference-corner/). While there, see the link for accommodations
at our venue, Paradise Point Resort. At Paradise Point, you get BSI-discount rates
automatically when you follow the link at Conference Corner. Please contact Paradise
Point Resort directly with any issues, but please copy one of the WBC co-chairs if you
experience any problems. (I don’t foresee any issues of course, and I hope that it will
be an easy experience for everyone!)
We will have over 10,000 square feet (930 square meters) of sales area on Mission
Bay. All prospective vendors should contact us as soon as possible. We’ve heard from
some of you already. If you would like to sell plants at the Conference, please contact
the Sales Chairman as soon as
the email address is announced.
To be in our full-color conference program, contact Scott
Sandel (email address below) for
advertising spec’s and details;
again, the sooner the better please - so it doesn’t all come
down to the last month. With
that in mind, please consider the
end of March, 2018 as the publication deadline. For inquiries Aerial view of the Paradise Point facility. Photo courtesy
regarding the show and judging, of Paradise Point Resort.
contact Robert Kopfstein, the
Show Chair. For any other inquiries, go to the local affiliate website at www.sandiegobromeliadsociety.org where you will find our World Conference tab for information
and our Join Us tab for a contact-us form.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Key Conference Contacts:
Co-Chair: Nancy Groves, nancygroves@me.com
Co-Chair: Scott Sandel, sandel-marich@cox.net
Sales Chair: to be announced soon
Show Chair: Robert Kopfstein, rwkopfstein@gmail.com
We hope that many of you attending the conference in 2018 will bring plants for
the show, especially you vendors! All entries and exhibits are welcome, and everyone
will receive assistance, where necessary.
Announcing a Pre-Conference Tour of the Tillandsias & Other Bromeliads in
Southern Mexico!
May 15-May 28
Mexico Nature Tours is pleased to once again announce collaboration with Pamela
Koide-Hyatt, to offer a Tillandsia-and-other- bromeliad sweep in southern Mexico as
the pre-conference tour for the Bromeliad Society International World Conference in
San Diego, California in 2018. The pre-conference tour dates are tentatively scheduled
for May 15-May 28. This tour fits perfectly before the BSI conference, which runs
May 29-June 3.
The tour will begin in Oaxaca City, Oaxaca, Mexico on Tuesday, May 15, 2018
and end in Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, Mexico on May 28, 2018 (14 days/13 nights).
We will travel in a luxurious, 20 passenger minibus. Our group size will be limited to
12 participants per vehicle with
plush seats and air-conditioning.
The tour price will include hotels,
meals (and tips), beverages, transportation, fuel, guide costs, tolls,
entry fees, and snacks from point
of origin in Oaxaca to point of
departure in Tuxtla Gutierrez
(airfare is not included). The
price per person is $4,350 USD
double occupancy with a single
supplement of $530. A portion
of each participant’s trip fee
includes a donation to the 2018
World Bromeliad Conference.
Our organizer, Jeff Chemnick, has been leading botanical
eco-tours throughout Mexico
134

Jeff Chemnick in the field with one of the Mexican
cycads. Photo by Jeff Chemnick.
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Hechtia lanata. Photo by Jeff Chemnick.

Tillandsia ionantha growing on a
columnar cactus in Mexico. Photo by
Jeff Chemnick.

for over 30 years to show groups the most sought after plant families in the country.
Jeff, the owner/operator of Mexico Nature Tours (www.mexiconaturetours.com), is a
member of the IUCN Cycad Specialist Group and is currently co-authoring a book on
the cycads of Mexico. Pamela Koide-Hyatt, the owner/operator of Bird Rock Tropicals,
will be along. Pamela is a world expert on the genus Tillandsia, and has been researching the Tillandsia flora of Mexico for over 30 years. As a grower and hybridizer, she has
introduced many species and varieties into cultivation. Pamela is a frequent lecturer at
national and international conferences.
Jeff Chemnick and Pamela Koide-Hyatt will be joining forces on the tour again,
having done a similar successful trip previously. Together, they have more than 60 years
combined experience traversing Mexico in search of plants. Mexico Nature Tours has
just confirmed the 2018 dates for the BSI pre-conference Tillandsia - Bromeliad Sweep
Ecotour in southern Mexico. The tour in January of 2017 sold out with participants
from the United States, Australia
and New Zealand. They were pleasantly surprised to see 82 species
of Bromeliads (mostly Tillandsia)
including several natural hybrids.
Tillandsias at this time are luxuriant
in their bloom display.
For additional information and
reservations, contact Jeff via email:
jeffchemnick@cox.net or call Jeff:
(805) 705-3397. We are looking
forward to having you aboard!
Tillandsia prodigiosa in full bloom. Photo by Jeff
Chemnick.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Introducing the 2016 World Bromeliad Conference
Lecture Series

Over the years, a wide-ranging series of lectures covering different aspects of current research in the family Bromeliaceae have been presented during various World
Bromeliad Conferences. In a few cases, articles on the lectures have been collected into
a printed volume that was provided to registrants, but, in most cases, the information
provided in these talks was retained only in the memory of the audience.
It became apparent that the lecture series presented during the 2016 WBC in
Houston contained especially important information that deserved a more permanent
record and far wider distribution. Accordingly, the decision was made to collect written
articles on each of the lectures for publication in the Journal.
Bruce Holst, Director of Research at the Marie Selby Botanical Garden and a
former editor of this Journal, took on the task of collecting and editing manuscripts
from the lectures given at the 2016 WBC in Houston. Starting with this issue, we will
be printing the resulting articles.
Both articles included in this issue are scientific in nature. Elton Leme describes a
new species of Vriesea found during his explorations in one of the most bromeliad rich
habitats in Brazil, and highlights some other species found in the same area. Gregory
Brown then provides a history of the classical systematic treatment of bromeliads based
first on morphological data and more recently on data provided by study of DNA. In
the following issue, Tom Givnish will present a much more detailed look at recent
molecular phylogenetic studies aimed at explaining the evolutionary history of the
bromeliads.

2017 Bromeliad Society International Annual General Meeting and
Board Meeting
Our meetings will be held in conjuction with the Southwest Bromeliad Guild Show
& Sale in Dallas, Texas (October 20, 21, & 22, 2017).
The meetings will be held on Saturday morning (October 21) in the Crowne Plaza
Addison, Dallas TX with the Annual General Meeting starting at 9 AM. Check
signs in the show area for directions to the room. Any member of BSI may attend
the annual meeting and direct comments on issues of concern to the members
of the BSI Board. Please notify the BSI Secretary (secretary@bsi.org) if you plan
to speak at the Annual Meeting. The BSI Board Meeting will start immediately
after the Annual Meeting is adjourned, and will last the remainder of the day.
Hotel rates are $99/night with free parking.
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Revision of the Lithophytic Vriesea Species of Minas Gerais,
Brazil - Part VII: a new species from the summit of Pico da
Aliança
Elton M. C. Leme1
In the study sequence of the lithophytic Vriesea of Minas Gerais State, a night
blooming, new species of Vriesea is described and illustrated. It was found growing in a
unique environment, on rocky outcrops in a variation of Campos Rupestres vegetation
strongly influenced by elements of the Campos de Altitude, situated in the Atlantic
Forest domain, in contrast to the Cerrado domain where typical Campos Rupestres
can be observed.
Vriesea vexata Leme, sp. nov. (Figs. 1-4)
Type: BRAZIL. Minas Gerais: Alvarenga, Pico da Aliança, 1311 m elevation,
19º23’ 36.16”S, 41º40’13.58”W, 12 October 2012, E. Leme 8704, R. Vasconcelos &
R. Oliveira (holotype RB!).
This new species is morphologically similar to Vriesea lancifolia (Baker) L.B. Sm.,
but differs from it by its shorter size when flowering (ca. 23 cm vs. ca. 70 cm tall),
peduncle bracts longer than the internodes (vs. distinctly shorter than the internodes),
shorter inflorescence (ca. 5 cm vs. 8-15 cm long), which is densely flowered (vs. laxly
flowered), and larger floral bracts (17-20 mm vs. 8-12 mm long).
Plant rupicolous, flowering ca. 23 cm tall, propagating by several basal shoots.
Leaves 10 to 12 in number, rosulate, subcoriaceous, forming a subtubular rosette;
sheaths broadly ovate, 6 x 5-5.5 cm, densely and minutely white lepidote on both surfaces, winish brown adaxially; blades narrowly triangular, apex caudate, erect or nearly
so with strongly recurved apex, 13-14 x 2.8-3.7 cm, greenish-brown to dark reddishbrown, densely white-lepidote on both surfaces. Peduncle suberect to spreading, ca.
13 cm long, 3-4 mm in diameter, green, glabrous; peduncle bracts erect, the basal ones
subfoliaceous, the upper ones ovate, acute, and apiculate, green, glabrous, exceeding the
internodes. Inflorescence simple, laterally spreading from the rosette, ascending toward
the apex, ca. 5 cm long, distichously ca. 7-flowered, rachis 3-4 mm in diameter, slightly
flexuous, green, glabrous; floral bracts broadly ovate to suborbicular, subobtuse and
apiculate, 17-20 x 16-17 mm, glabrous, smooth or nearly so at the anthesis, ecarinate,
convex, fleshy coriaceous toward the base, thin in texture toward the apex and margins,
green, truncate at the base, equaling 3/5 of sepal length, slightly secund with the flowers.
Flowers ca. 32 mm long with petals extended, anthesis nocturnal, densely arranged and
slightly secund at anthesis, pedicels ca. 4 mm long, ca. 5 mm in diameter at the apex,
1

Herbarium Bradeanum, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

e-mail: leme@tj.rj.gov.br.
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A New Species of Vriesea from the SumVriesea vexata, a new speciesmit
from
Pico da
da Aliança
Aliança
of Pico

Figure 1. Habit of Vriesea vexata in cultivation. Photo by Elton Leme.
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Vriesea vexata, a new species from Pico da Aliança

Figure 2. Inflorescence detail of Vriesea vexata with a fully open flower in the foreground. Photo
by Elton Leme.

ca. 3 mm in diameter at the base, green;
sepals oblong-elliptic, obtuse-emarginate,
16-17 x 11 mm, green, glabrous, convex,
ecarinate, thinly coriaceous mainly toward
the base; petals narrowly elliptic-obovate,
apex narrowly obtuse-emarginate, ca. 26
x 8 mm, greenish-yellow, free, erect or
slightly suberect at anthesis and forming a
sub-tubular corolla at least soon after the
anthesis, bearing at the base 2 obovate, obtuse, 3.5-4 x 1.5 mm appendages adnate to
the petals for ca. 1.5 mm; stamens shorter
than the petals; filaments ca. 1 mm wide,
slightly complanate, not dilated; anthers
ca. 5 mm long, dorsifixed near the base,
base bilobed and apex obtuse, inconspicuously apiculate; stigma imperfectly known,
convolute-bladed, green; ovules caudate.
Capsules unknown.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.

Figure 3. Vriesea vexata: A. leaf; B. lower
floral bract; C. flower; D. sepal; E. petal and
stamens. Figure by Elton Leme.
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Figure 4. Clump of Vriesea vexata in habitat. Photo by Elton Leme.

Figure 5. Area where Vriesea vexata was found, in a variant of Campos Rupestres vegetation
strongly influenced by elements of Campos de Altitude of the Atlantic Forest domain. The summit (right, top) is known as Pico da Aliança, 1440 m elevation. Photo by Elton Leme.
140
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Vriesea vexata, a new species from Pico da Aliança

Figure 6. Alcantarea occulta, was also growing at the type locality of Vriesea vexata. Photo by
Elton Leme.

J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Distribution and habitat:
Vriesea vexata is a rupicolous
species from a variant of Campos
Rupestres strongly influenced by
botanical elements of Campos
de Altitude, in the region of
Alvarenga, Minas Gerais state,
1311 m elevation. It grows on
bare rocky outcrops in open areas
of the highest parts of the mountains known as Pico da Aliança
(1440 m elevation at summit),
where shrubby vegetation intermingled with herbaceous

Figure 7. Vriesea sanctaparecidae on the
summit of Pico da Aliança. Photo by Elton
Leme.

vegetation dominate the scenery. The
sparsely distributed small groups of
plants of this new species live in full
sunlight and form a small population
at the type locality.

Etymology
The name of this new species is based on the Latin vexatus,
meaning vexed, or annoyed, as a
reference to its demure appearance
even when in bloom, which makes
142

Figure 8. Flower of Vriesea sanctaparecidae and the
typical dry appearance of its floral bracts. Photo by
Elton Leme.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Vriesea vexata hard to spot in its natural habitat.
Observations
Vriesea vexata is morphologically similar to V. lancifolia, which is an endemic species
from the Campos Rupestres of the Septentrional Plateau of the Espinhaço Range, in

Figure 9. A red-leafed Vriesea with close affinities to V. bituminosa found growing at the type
locality of V. vexata, is awaiting further studies for final identification. Photo by Elton Leme.
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Figure 10. Orthophytum vasconcelosianum is an endemic species from the region of Alvarenga and
also found as a rupicole in Pico da Aliança. Photo by Elton Leme.
`
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Vriesea vexata, a new species from Pico da Aliança

Figure 11. Tillandsia heubergeri shown here in a typical rupicolous habitat also grows as an epiphyte on gigantic Vellozia species in Pico da Aliança. Photo by Elton Leme.

J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Bahia state (Martinelli & Leme
1983), while this new species
lives exclusively in microregion
of Aimorés, in the mesoregion
of the Rio Doce valley, Minas
Gerais state, occurring in the
county of Alvarenga, about 450
km from Belo Horizonte and 50
km from the border with Espírito
Santo state. It can be easily distinguished from its relative by
its shorter size when flowering
(ca. 23 cm vs. ca. 70 cm tall),
peduncle bracts longer than the
internodes (vs. distinctly shorter
than the internodes), shorter inflorescence (ca. 5 cm vs. 8-15 cm
long), which is densely flowered
(vs. laxly flowered), and by the
larger floral bracts (17-20 mm
vs. 8-12 mm long).
Despite the negative impacts
of human activities on the local
flora and fauna, in the past few
years, the mountains of the reFigure 12. Aechmea timida is a recently described,
gion of Alvarenga have revealed
endemic species from Alvarenga, Minas Gerais. Photo by
to science many new species
Elton Leme.
mainly in Bromeliaceae, thanks
to botanical exploration work
carried out by naturalist Reginaldo Vasconcelos Leitão. Some of these novelties (see
Figs. 6-14) are Aechmea timida Leme, Alcantarea nana Leme (Leme et al. 2014), A. occulta Leme and Vriesea sanctaparecidae Leme (Leme & Kollmann 2013), Orthophytum
roseolilacinum Leme, and O. vasconcelosianum Leme (Leme 2015).
Acknowledgments
We would like to thank Reginaldo Vasconcelos Leitão, from Minas Gerais, and
Rafael de Oliveira, from Rio de Janeiro, for their support and companionship during
field activities.
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Figure 13. Alcantarea nana is another recently described species known only from the Alvarenga
area. Photo by Elton Leme.
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Figure 14. Orthophytum roseolilacinum is a recently discovered species which lives in the humid
Atlantic Forest of Alvarenga county. Photo by Elton Leme.

Solicitations for Nominations for the BSI Board of Directors

Earlier this year a “CALL” was published in the BSI Journal for nominations for
expiring or vacated positions for Directors on the BSI Board of Directors. The deadline
for submissions has passed; however, since some positions are still vacant, qualified
nominees for appointment by the President or election by the Board at the upcoming
Board of Directors meeting in Dallas, October 2017 are welcome.
Specifically, we are looking for an individual who is a 2 year continuous member
of the BSI and resides outside of the US, Australia or New Zealand, to fill the International Regional Director’s position.
We are soliciting one or two candidates for the Western US Regional Director’s
position(s).
In addition, we need 1 volunteer for nomination to one Eastern US Regional
Director’s position.
Please review the call letter published in the Journal Vol 66, Issue 1, pages 46-53.
If interested and qualified contact: Dr. Larry Giroux, BSI Nomination’s Chair.
239-850-4048 (C)
239-997-2237 (H)
DrLarry@comcast.net or DrLarry@centurylink.net
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Bromeliad Systematics - Stepping Back to move Forward
Gregory K. Brown1
The taxonomic framework and understanding of diversity and relationships within
the Bromeliaceae is based on, and has been influenced by, the works and contributions
from scores of individuals over at least the past 300 years. These individuals include
explorer-collectors, horticulturists, hobbyists, naturalists, students, artists, professional
botanists, and other scientists. When considering this spectrum of contributions, with
special attention given to the many important ones (e.g., Linneaus, 1762; Baker 1889,
Rauh, 1979; Benzing, 2000; Givinish et al., 2007), I consider three sets of contributions, Baker (1889), Mez (1896, 1935), and Smith & Downs (1974, 1977, 1979) to be
monumental milestones for Bromeliaceae Systematics. First, these contributions were
comprehensive monographs where all then known species were included, and placed
into concepts of “natural” genera and suprageneric categories (e.g., tribes, subfamilies).
For example, many of the generic concepts used today, as well as the initial concepts
for the three eventually, and traditionally recognized subfamilies, Bromelioideae, Pitcairnioideae, and Tillandsioideae, were formulated (as three Tribes in Baker, 1889 and
Mez 1896) and reinforced and refined (as three subfamilies in Mez 1935, and Smith
& Downs, 1974, 1977, 1979). Second, is the sheer size of each body of work, with
Baker (1889) at 243 pages, Mez (1896, 1935) at 1,657 pages, and Smith & Downs (1974,
1977, 1979) at 2,142 pages. Such comprehensive monographic works of large families
(Bromeliaceae is the 5th largest monocot family, and the largest plant family endemic
to the New World) with vast geographic range, authored by one or two individuals, are
now exceedingly rare, and unlikely to be attempted in the future where the norm for
large scientific works increasingly involve large numbers of co-authors (e.g., Givnish
et al., 2011). Third, these monumental works by Baker, Mez, and Smith & Downs,
had a significant, long-lasting impact on all aspects of bromeliad biological study and
horticulture.
While significant, these keystone contributions to bromeliad systematics (Baker
1889; Mez 1896, 1935; Smith and Downs 1974, 1977, 1979) all suffer from some limitations. There is no evidence that John Baker (English) and Carl Mez (German) ever
traveled to the New World, or saw any live bromeliad in their native habitat. Production
of their respective monographs relied on pressed and dried herbarium specimens that
had been shipped to European herbaria, drawings of bromeliads, and, especially in
the case of Baker (1889), who worked out of Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, some live
cultivated bromeliads (see Preface, Baker, 1889). With regards to Lyman Smith and
Robert Downs, both North American Botanists, Smith did have limited field experience with bromeliads, though there is no evidence that Downs, a plant physiologist and
long-time director of the North Carolina State University Phytotron, field-collected
1

Department of Botany, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82072
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any bromeliads, though he was probably familiar with a limited number of cultivated
species. The point, these 19th and 20th century milestone monographers had limited, to
no, experience with native populations of bromeliads, and their respective treatments
relied heavily on traditional, dried herbarium specimens. This reliance on herbarium
specimens, while a necessity at the time, had significant negative consequences due
to the fact that, in most cases, delicate floral structure was, at best, poorly preserved.
Typically, these intra-calyx structures were destroyed by fungal growth and/or insects
making examination and evaluation of character-rich petal, stamen, and ovary morphology impossible.
A second significant limitation faced by these authors in the synthesis of their
respective monographs concerns the limited number of specimens available for study.
The number of these clearly increased from the late 1800’s on, and Smith and Downs
(1974, 1977, 1979) do cite many more collections examined than the earlier monographers do. This increase in specimen citations is due, in part, to the fact that Smith
and Downs utilized collections from numerous Latin American herbaria, an option
not available to Baker and Mez. Despite this improved access to more herbarium
material, approximately 70% (Brown unpublished) of the species included in Smith
& Downs (1974, 1977, 1979) were known from four, or fewer collections, and many
of these species, especially in the Bromelioideae and Pitcairnioideae, were only known
from the single type collection. With so few specimens available for study, and the
lack of well-preserved reproductive morphology, it becomes difficult, to impossible
to develop an understanding of the morphological diversity within a species, and a full
understanding of the morphological delimitations for that species.
Despite the challenges that the early plant taxonomists and monographers faced,
especially the Europeans working with character-poor herbarium specimens, and
perhaps some live, cultivated species, there was an early, universal view that what we
recognize today as Bromeliaceae, was a distinctive, natural group. Even before the
formal taxonomic concept of family was deployed, Linnaeus (1762), for example, placed
all of the 14 bromeliads known to him into two genera (Bromelia, 5 spp.; Tillandsia, 9
spp.), and listed these as the first two genera in his Class VI “Hexandria monogynia”, thus
suggesting a close relationship. By the time Baker’s (1889) Bromeliaceae monograph
appeared, the family concept was well established, and he recognized 31 genera and
853 species organized into three tribes: Bromelieae (19 genera, 269 spp.), Pitcairnieae
(7 genera, 195 spp.), and Tillandsieae (5 genera, 389 spp.). Mez (1896) also recognized
these same three tribes, but later (Mez 1935) elevated them to subfamily status. Smith
and Downs (1974, 1977, 1979) maintained these same distinct groups as the subfamilies
Pitcairnioideae, Tillandsioideae, and Bromelioideae.
As noted, a distinct identity for the Bromeliaceae was recognized early, and this
identity only received reinforcement as more species were described and new genera
proposed. What was not clear was the taxonomic position of the family within the
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monocot lineage of flowering plants, and notions concerning the family, or families,
that bromeliads were most closely related. As a consequence, Bromeliaceae was usually
placed as the only family in the order Bromeliales (e.g., Cronquist, 1981; Thorne, 1983;
Dahlgren et al., 1985). Even the placement of Bromeliales within monocots, and its
relationship to other orders, was variously interpreted. For example, Cronquist (1981)
placed Bromeliales in the subclass Zingiberidae, Dahlgren et al. (1985) in the subclass
Liliideae, and Thorne (1983) in yet another subclass, Commelinidae. Basically, the
taxonomic position of Bromeliales within monocots remained uncertain, with experts
aligning it to different groups of orders, and thus families, based on character-sets
that they felt best reflected evolutionary relationships. A similar conundrum existed
with respect to relationships between the three long recognized bromeliad subfamilies.
The identity and distinctiveness of these subfamilies, first recognized as tribes, was
not controversial, however, the proposed relationships were, depending on characters
emphasized by the authors (Figure 1). It should be noted that the study by Gilmartin
and Brown (1987) was the first morphoanatomical cladistics/phenetic analysis for
the family, however, they avoided the question of family relationships by employing a
hypothetical monocot ancestor to root the analysis.
A few years after Smith and Downs (1979) published the last installment (Bromelioideae) of their milestone monograph, a new brief period of morphoanatomical
research began, by accident, that focused on discovery of new floral characters. In the
course of meiotic chromosome number studies in Bromeliaceae, which require fresh
floral buds to be liquid preserved (Brown and Gilmartin, 1983, 1986, 1989a; Brown
et al., 1984; Varadarajan and Brown, 1985), it was discovered that intra-calyx floral
morphology was an underexploited source of new, systematically useful characters,
specifically stigma morphology (Brown & Gilmartin, 1984, 1988, 1989b; Varadarajan
and Brown, 1988). Liquid-preserved bromeliad floral materials were also proving
useful for other studies, such as the first documentation of cleistogamy in the family
(Gilmartin and Brown, 1985), and developmental study and critical analysis of selected
diagnostic characters (Evans and Brown, 1989; Brown and Terry, 1992) used by monographers (i.e., Smith and Downs, 1977). The newly recognized value of collecting
liquid-preserved, or “pickled”, bromeliad floral buds and flowers, in conjunction with
the traditionally pressed and dried herbarium samples (Gilmartin and Brown, 1986)
began a transformation in how bromeliad systematists approach and collect specimens
for research. Unfortunately, this short, more or less 10-year renaissance of a new focus
on bromeliad morphoanatomical data was quickly overshadowed and largely replaced
by the most recent, current milestone in Bromeliaceae systematics, the Modern Molecular Era.
As DNA extraction methods improved for bromeliads, as DNA technology
advanced, and most importantly, as the great value of these data were realized for
revealing phylogenetic relationships, much of the bromeliad research community
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Figure 1. Three different types of relationships proposed for the three traditionally recognized
subfamilies of Bromeliaceae. Top, Pitcairnioideae gave rise to Bromelioideae and Tillandsioideae
(Mez 1896, Smith 1934). Middle, the three subfamilies arose from an undefined common ancestor (Pittendrigh 1948, Tomlinson 1969). Bottom, Bromelioideae and Tillandsioideae are more
closely related to each other, and Pitcairnioideae is basal in the family (Smith & Downs 1974,
Gilmartin & Brown 1987). Figure prepared by Gregory Brown.
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became strongly focused on molecular studies (e.g., Terry and Brown 1996; Terry et
al., 1997a,b; Crayn et al., 2000, 2004; Givnish et al. 2004, 2007, 2011, 2014; Schulte et
al., 2005, 2009; Sousa et al., 2007; Barfuss et al. 2004, 2005, 2016; Versieux et al., 2012;
Aguirre-Santoro et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015). These molecular studies have provided
systematic confirmation or clarity at several levels for Bromeliaceae. First, as expected,
the family is confirmed as definitely monophyletic, or as Baker (1889), Mez (1996), or
Smith (1934) might have characterized it, “natural.” Second, Bromeliaceae now has
placement in the Order Poales as a basal lineage (Stevens cont. updated; Figure 2).
This ordinal position, and the fact that molecular data supports the Typhaceae (Cattail
Family) as the closest extant family was a surprise to many. Interestingly, Lyman Smith
(1934) considered Rapateaceae, now also placed in Poales, as perhaps a close relative
of Bromeliaceae (Figure 2). Third, two of the three long-recognized subfamilies, Bromelioideae and Tillandsioideae, are supported as monophyletic, while Pitcairnioideae is
not. As a consequence, Pitcairnioideae, in the sense of Smith and Downs (1974), has
been realigned into six monophyletic groups now recognized as subfamilies (Givnish
2007): Pitcairnioideae (strict sense), Brocchinioideae, Lindmanioideae, Hechtioideae,
Navioideae, and Puyoideae (Figure 3).
While studies during this Era have confirmed some long assumed aspects about
the bromeliads (e.g., family is monophyletic), provided new insights into the evolution

Figure 2. Poales order clade from the monocot lineage. Bromeliaceae and its sister taxon, Typhaceae, comprise the basal branch of the order. Rapateaceae is the sister taxon to the remaining 14
families in the order (e.g., Poaceae, Cyperaceae). Modified from the Poales clade in Stevens (cont.
updated).
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Figure 3. Current hypothesis of phylogenetic relationships based on DNA sequence data for the
eight subfamilies now recognized within Bromeliaceae. Red stars denote the five new subfamilies segregated from Pitciarnioideae (sensu Smith & Downs 1974). Redrawn from Givnish et al.
(2007).

of certain features such as the tank-habit, or CAM carbon fixation, and resulted in a
better understanding of the biogeographic history for parts of the family, they have
proven deficient in resolving species-level relationships and indicating well supported
groups of species (e.g., genera, subgenera; Evans et al., 2015). The broad lack of utility for molecular data at the lower taxonomic levels in Bromeliaceae is due to three
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limitations. First, we now know that bromeliads have exceptionally low nucleotide
substitution rates, one of the lowest rates known in flowering plants. This means that
there is too little, or too weak of an evolutionary signal to elucidate finer-scale taxonomic relationships. The second limitation, is basically the same one that challenged
Baker (1889), Mez (1896, 1935), and Smith and Downs (1974, 1977, 1979), namely,
limited sample sizes for large genera (e.g., Aechmea, Neoregelia, Pitcairnia, Tillandsia) and
the species complexes they contain, and the general lack of extensive, detailed morphoanatomical data for most species in the family.
It is now time for Bromeliaceae systematics to step back in order to move forward.
In other words, we need to step back to complete the detailed morphoanatomical
work left incomplete due to the aforementioned problems of heavy reliance on mostly
limited herbarium material. This means continued emphasis on fieldwork, exploration
for new populations and new species, and the collection of these. Explicitly, complete
collection protocol must now include:
1. careful observation and measurement of the live plant, ideally to augment
photographs of the specimen
2. liquid preservation of delicate structures (e.g., flowers) and other tissues
(e.g., leaf samples) for detailed morphoanatomical analyses back in the lab
3. appropriate tissues for DNA extraction
4. a traditional, dried herbarium specimen.
With the field note observations, measurements, and photographs of the specimen, and the appropriate liquid preserved structures and tissues, it will be possible to
conduct systematic morphoanatomical character-mining projects, thus stepping back
to fill in major gaps in our knowledge of basic morphoanatomical character data that
are not, or commonly not, visible from older herbarium specimens. DNA data has
utility for bromeliad systematics and its application will continue. What is lacking is a
rich, deep, concomitant set of traditional morphological and anatomical data sets to
add to phylogenetic analyses. Early evidence of the value of bringing these data sets
together (e.g., Sousa et al., 2007) has now received validation (Barfuss et al., 2016).
Bromeliad systematists need to step back to morphoanatomical data to move forward
in the Modern Molecular Era.
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A few Conference memories!
Lyn Wegner
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I attended my first World Conference in 2008, in Cairns Australia, the first WBC
to be held outside the US. I had mentioned some months previously to a friend that
it was a dream of mine to attend a bromeliad world conference. She replied ‘so why
don’t you?’
It made me stop and think! Why can’t I? If you have never travelled out of your
country it just all seems a bit daunting. I would need a passport and a visa. I decided
it should be easier to get a visa for Australia than for the US and the next conference
was due to be held in Australia. I soon discovered getting a visa for Australia was easier
said than done!
A bromeliad friend was keen to go with me and I was devastated to learn a few
months before the conference that she was no longer planning to join me. Trevor, my
husband, realised what this meant to me and offered to go in her place! He is not a
bromeliad person, not an any plant person in fact!
It took hours and hours of flying to reach Australia! I found the whole experience
overwhelming! To be with bromeliad growers, hybridisers and authors from around
the world was so special. I remember the beautiful gardens we visited, a highlight at
conferences for me.
The seminars were almost finished when I happened to sit next to Janet Schaeffer
from Colorado.
It was the start of a friendship and a meeting up at every WBC since! Janet is an
honorary member of our society, the East London Bromeliad Society South Africa,
and has sent us interesting articles for our newsletter. Janet has also generously posted
us piles of brom books for our library.
We didn’t stay at the conference hotel, it was just too expensive. I now understand
the importance of using the hotel and it is nice to be with the other delegates.
I was very worried about cleaning my plant purchases in the hand basin and bath
of the Coral Tree Inn where we stayed. We tried our very best not to let any bark, stone
and soil go down the drains! But some did escape! I dried the plants with my facecloth!
We had strict instructions to have labels attached to all the plants. I used my nail clippers and the strings from tea bags to label my tillandsia purchases! We scraped up as
much as we could of the bark, stone and sand and put them into plastic packets. We
waited until dark and then crept out into the adjoining park and tipped the contents!
We are still waiting to be arrested for illegal dumping and blocking of the Coral
Tree Inn’s plumbing!
I have since learnt how lucky delegates were as our brom purchases were taken to
the airport for the phytos and returned to us all ready to take back to their new homes
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Memories of Cairns. The parrot (above) recalls Breakfast with the Birds, (below) the Cairns mug.
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around the world. Thank you Lynn Hudson!
We spent a wonderful morning at Breakfast with the Birds, where Sara Donayre
introduced me to George Stamatis, an ex South African. We were surrounded by parrots who helped themselves to our orange juice and champagne if we left our glasses
uncovered!
Sausage sizzles! Delicious!
My 2 beautiful mugs that are totally covered by bromeliads.
There were many spectacular society displays in the hotel foyer, and quite a few of
them included a large colourful parrot ornament.
Our neighbours have a parrot and on the few occasions I hear it I am immediately
transported back to Cairns! In a section of my garden I have a concrete parrot ornament and a few beaded hanging parrots! These are a reminder of my very first World
Bromeliad Conference!
I must just mention how kind Sara Donayre was to us, keeping an eye on us and
making sure we were enjoying the conference.
At the Banquet, Sara moved us from a table at the back of the room where we
were seated, to the table which included Sara and Pepe, Jay and Calandra and Bonnie. Jay and Bonnie were President and Vice President at that time. Sara, would you
believe I am now the President! I have come a long way since you took me under your
wing! Thank you!
I had only intended going to one conference but felt I had to do another, in the
US this time.
So in 2010 off I went to New Orleans accompanied by my sister-in-law, Brenda
Wegner and another 2 South Africans.
It was so special to share the experience with Brenda!
I have accepted that to get to a conference I will spend many hours in the air and
in the airports!
Kerry Tate’s presentation “A Frosty Experience – Before, During and After had me
riveted to my seat. I remember how emotional I felt, even had tears trickling down my
face! as Kerry told us about the devastating effect of black frost in her garden.
Of course I bought plants but I am very grateful to a special person who carts all
my plants back to his nursery and then posts them to me in SA! So no more washing
plants in hotel rooms for me!
Thank you Michael Kiehl!
I have a tennis racquet (from my tennis playing days!) hanging in the garden with
a piece of T. recurvata sneaked back to SA in my suitcase, as a memory of my visit to
Barry Blanchard’s shade house. Barry had tillandsia and staghorn ferns mounted on
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A bromeliad mount inspired by New Orleans.

tennis racquets.
We loved New Orleans! Bourbon Street at night, especially the music! It was quite
an experience!
In my garden I have a memory tree dripping with strings of beads, all collected
from Bourbon Street, as well as a small Bourbon Street sign attached to the tree.
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A memory tree for New Orleans.

Then it was Orlando in 2012! I just had to go to another WBC!
Trevor went with me again! We very nearly didn’t get to Orlando. While walking
to the plane at the airport in East London, I fell into an unmarked sloot which had
been dug up for cables. We managed to board the plane after I was assisted out of the
hole and the plane was delayed while the paramedics were called to check my leg! I was
164
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The other side of the memory tree with a memory of Bourbon Street in New Orleans.

in excruciating pain but I had to get to Orlando! Unfortunately I wasn’t as mobile as I
would have liked to be and the discomfort was close to unbearable at times.
Sara was again checking on me! And was so supportive when I attended my first
Board meeting as an International Director.
Some highlights were the beautiful gardens we visited, the displays in the hotel
and Don Beadle’s talk which also had me feeling very emotional and teary. I am a huge
Billbergia fan so what a privilege to meet Don and hear his story.
I did a Poster Session entitled ‘My Bromeliad Journey’. I didn’t allow myself to
even think about being nervous and I was pleased with my presentation. I don’t think
I could manage it again!
The Orlandiana Conference memory in my garden are the 2 mugs I bought at
the conference which are attached to poles on which I have mounted my Aechmea
orlandiana varieties.
Then it was the Australasian conference in New Zealand in 2013. A group of 5
South Africans attended this excellent conference.
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Memories of Orlando.

Lots of beautiful gardens, 2 afternoons of viewing, lots of displays and heaps of
seminars. Each delegate received dvd’s of the conference. These were posted to us. I
vote for New Zealand to host a World Conference!
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Vriesea ‘Pink Dreams’ (above): a memory of New Zealand and Mahalo Hawaii sign (below).
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A memory of Hawaii

My garden memories are the many Andrew Maloy foliage vrieseas growing in my
garden. I love my foliage vrieseas! I will always remember my visit to Andrew’s nursery.
168
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Another reminder is the paua shell and buttons I bought in NZ. I have mounted
a T. bandensis to the shell which is now hanging in my garden.
And then it was Hawaii in 2014! I felt brave enough to travel on my own this time!
Trevor had decided he just could not sit in a plane for hours on end any more. I
miss him but it does reduce the costs dramatically.
I expected Hawaii to be sea, sand and surfers. I just didn’t expect all the high rise
buildings, hotels, people and traffic. I loved the vegetation! I went on a helicopter ride
and was surprised to see the red flower spikes of our umbrella trees (Schefflera actinophyla)
dotted in the forests. They are referred to as the octypus tree in Hawaii.
The foliage Vriesea hybrids blew me away! I have many in my garden now. Thank
you David Shiigi and David Fell.
I have a sign that says Mahalo (thank you) Hawaii on my front gate!
Those blue bread rolls!
And the Aechmea blanchetiana were everywhere, I loved them. I had just moved
mine at home and they are now looking beautiful too! Yellow, orange, red and variegated!
I have 2 beaded fowls as a memory of those we saw running around Hawaii. I also
have a wire tower filled with lava rock to which I have attached a plastic pineapple
bought in Hawaii. The pineapple was filled with delicious pineapple biscuits. I have
placed T. gardneri on top of the tower
On my very last day in Hawaii, doing some last minute shopping, ‘I’m leaving on
a jet plane, don’t know when I’ll be back again’ was playing!
And then a few months ago, Houston 2016!
Again another trip on my own.
Exciting and scary, I am now the President of BSI! I am honoured! I have lots to
learn but I am eager to do the job well. BSI is important to me. It links bromeliad
growers all over the world and we become one big family!
Much of my time at the conference was taken up by meetings. I learnt a lot. I am
impressed by the Board members. BSI is in good hands.
I was very excited to visit Carole and Rick Richtmyer’s garden. I am a Cryptanthus
fan!
David Klein’s huge tropical greenhouse was beautiful. I loved the structure.There
were lots of hanging baskets with big clumps of colourful broms and a large water
feature too!
I will remember Houston for its huge and sprawling size. Traffic!
A memory in my garden is Neoregelia ‘Voodoo Doll’. It was the centrepiece on my
table at the Auction. The lucky winner didn’t want the plant so there was a whispered
discussion across from me which I overheard ‘should we give it to her?’ So yes, it is
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Neoregelia ‘Voodoo Doll’: a memory of Houston.

here in SA! I already had one in my collection but this one is extra special!
At the banquet our table centrepiece was a huge Cryptanthus warren-loosei which
Paul Wingert kindly divided so we all got a nice piece. Another reminder of Houston
in my garden
I could ramble on and on but these are just some of the memories that come to mind.
I have attended the 2017 Australasian Conference in Caloundra, Queensland in
March this year.
And I have registered for the 2018 WBC in San Diego! Have you?
Conferences, I’m afraid, are just as addictive as brom collecting!
Of course I look forward to meeting up with Janet and Karl Schaeffer again and
all the wonderful people I have met and corresponded with over the years!
Reminder - check your subscription renewal date
An email is automatically sent to you when your membership renewal date is near,
but, if you ever are uncertain about your membership status in BSI, your renewal
date is printed on the envelope used to mail each issue of the Journal. The date appears in the first line of the address block.
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Cryptanthus warren-loosei (above); below the same plant serving as a platform for a
Deputy Sheriff badge. Memories of Houston.
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A new Dyckia (Bromeliaceae) from the South region of
Goiás, Brazil: Dyckia piracanjubensis.
Eddie Esteves Pereira1 and Eric John Gouda2

Figure 1. Dyckia piracanjubensis flowering at the type locality. Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.

A new Dyckia species, closely related to D. goiana L.B. Sm. was found by the
first author in the Municipality of Piracanjuba, in the South of Goiás at an elevation
of 650 meters in November 1978. It was found again and collected in 1994 and has
since been cultivated in his collection. An herbarium specimen was preserved in 2011
using one of the cultivated plants, so after many years we are finally able to describe
and illustrate this new species below.
Dyckia piracanjubensis Esteves & Gouda sp. nov. (Figs. 1-9.)
This new species is closely related to Dyckia goiana L.B. Smith (1967),
differing by its smaller stature, flowering 1.8–2 m tall (vs. to 2.5 m),
shorter leaf blades (to 53 cm vs. ca. 80 cm long), longer and thinner
peduncle (ca.100 cm × 9 mm vs. ca. 80 cm × 17 mm ), inflorescence simple
Goiânia, Goiás, Brazil. Email: cactosbr@terra.com.br
Utrecht University Botanic Gardens, Budapestlaan 17, 3584 CD Utrecht, The Netherlands. Email:
e.j.gouda@uu.nl
1
2
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Figure 2. A clump of Dyckia piracanjubensis with reddish leaves at the type locality. Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.
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Figure 3. Eddie Esteves Pereira at the type locality of Dyckia piracanjubensis, showing off a blooming clump. Photo courtesy of Eddie Esteves Pereira.
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Figure 4. Close-up of the rosette of Dyckia piracanjubensis Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.

(vs. laxly compound, with up to 8 suberect lateral branches), fertile
part ca. 72 cm long (vs. over 1 m long), flowers subsessile to short
pedicellate (vs. pedicel distinct, stout, to 4 mm long), the basal ones
laxly arranged, to densely arranged toward the inflorescence apex
(flowers remote in most parts of the inflorescence).
Type: BRAZIL. Municipality of Piracanjuba, in the south of Goiás state. The new
species occurs in isolated outcrops of soft limestone rocks, in scattered habitats along
the Piracanjuba River basin. Elev. 650 meters. July 1994. Ex cult., fl. in November
2011, E. Esteves Pereira E-355 (holotype UFG 50537).
Plant rupicolous, growing as solitary rosettes or in dense clumps, flowering 1.8–2
m tall; rosette ca. 67 cm in diameter; stem ca. 17 cm long, to 6.5 cm in diameter, hidden
by the imbricate leaf sheaths. Leaves about 40 (living); sheaths: 2.5–3.2 cm long, ca.
3.7 cm wide, succulent, lustrous on both sides, white at base, from the middle to distal
end dark-honey colored, margins spinose; blades the outer spreading, the inner ones
suberect to upward-secund, sublinear-triangular, pale green to brownish-green, finely
nerved, very densely canescent lepidote especially abaxially and adaxially toward the
base, becoming glabrescent distally, 35-53 cm long, ca. 3 cm wide at the base, strongly
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Figure 5. Dyckia piracanjubensis leaf and teeth details. Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.

canaliculate except for the nearly flat base, margins serrate, long attenuate, tapering to
a rigid dark-brown, flat, glossy, pungent tip, spines uncinate, antrorse except for the
distal ones, the basal ones ca. 3.5 mm long, gradually becoming smaller toward the apex,
3-14 mm apart, becoming brown from a green base. Inflorescence simple, erect; rachis
ca. 72 cm long, ca. 6 mm in diameter at the base and tapering to ca. 1.8 mm distally,
yellowish-green (dark-)rose to red at the end of anthesis, cinereous-whitish lepidote,
trichomes not totally obscuring color of the rachis; peduncle straight to slightly sinuous,
ca. 100 cm long, 6-9 mm in diameter near the base, pale-green or brownish-green,
sparsely covered by cinereous trichomes, glabrescent with age, internodes 31-62 mm;
peduncle bracts the basal ones foliaceous, linear-lanceolate, carinate, margins serrate, the
lower ca. 9.5 cm long, gradually reducing in size and soon shorter than the internodes,
the upper ones ca. 8 mm wide, with serrate margins, pale-green, aging straw colored,
acuminate, pungent. Floral bracts the lower ones ca. 15 mm long, 7 mm wide, slightly
exceeding the petals, upward gradually reducing in size, the upper ones only 3 mm
long, triangular-lanceolate, carinate, nerved, base concave, margins serrulate, covered
by sparse cinereous trichomes, soon dry and straw like, acuminate, pungent. Flowers
subsessile or short pedicellate, the basal ones loosely arranged, more densely arranged
toward the apex, ca. 1.6 cm long, ca. 7 mm in diameter at widest point near the base
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Figure 6. Dyckia piracanjubensis inflorescence (left) and detail of inflorescence and flowers (right).
Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.

Figure 7. Dyckia piracanjubensis flower with floral bract (left), longitudinal section of the flower
showing details of stamens, ovary (style & stigma, right). Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.
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Figure 8. Superior part of the pistil and stamens of Dyckia piracanjubensis. The pistil appears
longer than the stamens in this photo because the filaments weree removed above the
common tube formed with the base of the petals. Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.

of the sepals; sepals orange-yellowish, triangular-lanceolate, with ciliate margins, ca. 7
mm long, ca. 6 mm wide, free, at base concave, fleshy, rounded, densely covered by
appressed white trichomes; petals glabrous, orange-red, ca. 13 mm long, 9 mm wide
(ca. 5 mm wide at base), the basal 1-3 mm connate and also adnate to the base of the
filaments, forming a common tube, entire, rounded or slightly emarginate; stamens
included, exceeding the pistil; filaments whitish to pale yellow, complanate, ca. 7.6
mm long, ca. 0.5 mm wide, 2-3.5 mm connate with each other above the common
tube with the petals; anther ca. 3 mm long, 1 mm wide, dorsifixed near the base,
strongly recurved at anthesis, yellow; ovary 4/5 superior, the superior part narrowly
subprismatic, ca. 6 mm long, ca. 2.5 mm in diameter at the base, attenuate from the
base and merging into the style, tri-furrowed; style yellow at the base, distally orange,
including stigma ca. 3 mm long, at base ca. 1.3 mm in diameter, slightly tapering toward the stigma; stigma lobes approximately 1.7 mm long, orange, papillose. Capsule
broadly ovoid, 13-16 mm long, 9-13 mm in diameter, lustrous, dark-castaneous, apex
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acuminately beaked.
Observations: This new
species resembles Dyckia goiana
most closely (see diagnosis),
but it can also be confused with
Dyckia formosensis Leme & Miranda (2012), but has rosettes
with many more live leaves (40
vs. ca. 18), the leaf apex ending in a rigid dark-brown, flat,
glossy, pungent tip (vs. not in
that species), fertile part of the
inflorescence only ca. 72 cm (vs.
90-100 cm), sepals rounded, ca.
7 mm long, entire (vs. obtuse,
8-10 mm long, densely spinulose-crenulate), filaments ca. 7.6
mm long 2-3.5 mm connate with
each other above the common
tube with the petals (vs. 9-10 mm
long, 5-6 mm above the common
tube not connate).
Although not closely related,
it can also be confused with
Figure 9. Infructescence of Dyckia piracanjubensis at type
Dyckia cangaphila Braun et al.
locality, showing the dark seed capsules. Photo by Eddie
(2010). It differs from this speEsteves Pereira.
cies by its larger size, flowering
up to 1.8(–2) m tall (vs. to 1.3
m tall), rosette ca. 67 cm in diameter (vs. to 35 cm), leaf blades ca. 53 cm long, up to
28 mm wide at base (vs. to 17 cm long and 26 mm wide), peduncle ca. 1 m long, 9
mm in diameter (vs. ca. 11 cm long, 4.7 mm in diameter, inflorescence simple, rachis
ca. 70 cm long (vs. occasionally compound, main axis ca. 40 cm long), flowers dense,
subsessile (vs. lax and pedicellate), petals orange-red, ca. 13 mm long, 9 mm wide (vs.
orange-yellowish, ca. 11 mm long, 7.6 mm wide).

Etymology: The Latin epithet “piracanjubensis” refers to the municipality of
Piracanjuba, Goiás state, Brazil.
Habitat and Conservation: This new species grows as a rupicole in full sun between a Velloziacea species and shrubs on isolated, small and scattered flat outcroppings
of soft calcareous rocks, dispersed along the Piracanjuba River basin, sympatric with
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Figure 10. Dyckia cangaphila at its type locality
also with reddish leaves. Photo by Eddie
Esteves Pereira.

Figure 11. Dyckia cangaphila detail of
inflorescence, flowering in cultivation. Photo by
Eddie Esteves Pereira.

Tillandsia sp., Bromelia villosa Mez (1902), and cacti like Epiphyllum phyllanthus (L.)
Haworth and Discocactus diersianus Esteves.
Agriculture in this area is expanding and, in addition, these rocky habitats are
being destroyed with dynamite to produce gravel for the construction of highways. It
is very important to preserve these relatively small and vulnerable habitats with their
unique flora and fauna to avoid the extinction of the species growing there, like this
new Dyckia species.
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Figure 12. Dyckia goiana detail of inflorescence,
flowering at its type locality. Photo by Eddie
Esteves Pereira.

Figure 13. Dyckia goiana detail of the lower
part of the inflorescence and first flowers, in
cultivation. Photo by Eddie Esteves Pereira.
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[Editor’s notes: With the wonderful flower photos appearing in this article, it
is an opportune moment to discuss some of the technical terms used in taxonomic
descriptions. First, in most bromeliads, flowers are ‘perfect’ - a term that means they
contain the structures that produce both pollen and seeds in the same flower. There
are bromeliads that do not have perfect flowers. Species in the genus Hechtia, as a
conspicuous example, almost always have pollen-producing (male) flowers on different
plants than the seed producing (female) flowers. The same is true for Aechmea mariereginae and Androlepis skinneri.
Still, the great majority of the bromeliads you encounter will have both pollenJ. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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producing structures
(stamens) and seed
producing structures
(pistils) in each flower
(see Fig. 8). Fortunately, both of these
structures are similar Tillandsia x nidus (right) and T. klausii (above)
show the typical exserted stamens and pistil
throughout the bro- seen in many commonly grown members of the
meliads so learning genus. The stamens are longer than the petals
them on one species and the pistil is longer than the stamens. The
allows you to recognize petal tips have thin white margins that are easy
the same structures on to spot if you are looking for them. You can see
that the stamens can be exserted by different
other bromeliads. A lengths on different flowers of the same plant in
stamen is composed the photo of T. x nidus.
of a filament and an
anther. The filament is typically a thin tube of tissue that determines the placement of
the anther relative to other parts of the flower. Species of Dyckia generally have heavier
filaments than seen in most other cultivated bromeliads
When the stamens and/or pistil extend beyond the petals, they are said to be exserted
(less commonly, to exceed the petals). We often see exserted stamens in some commonly
grown members of the genus Tillandsia (above right). If you examine the flower of
Tillandsia ionantha, for instance, you will see the filaments extending beyond the tips of
the narrow tube formed by the petals. Bright yellow pollen covers - and identifies - the
anthers Alternatively, we see species of Alcantarea and Billbergia, where the petals are
actually longer than the stamens, but recurve as they open (below right), giving exserted
stamens. Similarly, if the anthers are normally found in a position shorter than that
defined by the outer plane of the petals, they are ‘included’. In many cases, ‘included’
anthers are hidden from view by the petals and/or sepals. In the illustrations given in
this article, all 3 of the Dyckia species illustrated have ‘included’ stamens even though
the anthers are easily visible by looking into the open ends of the flowers (Figs. 6 & 11).
The term ‘exserted’ is used primarily to describe the relative positions of the petals, stamens and stigma in a flower. For more general
length comparisons, the term used is ‘exceeded’. In the
article above, you can see that the floral bracts exceed
(are longer than) the flowers in Dyckia goiana (Fg. 13)
but are exceeded by (are shorter than) the flowers in D.
cangaphila. Likewise, the inflorescence greatly exceeds Billbergia saundersii has petals
as long as - or longer than - the
the leaves in D. piracanjubensis (Figs. 1-3).
Photo of Tillandsia x nidus by Stephanie LaRusso. Photos of
T. klausii and Billbergia saundersii by Alan Herndon.
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exserted stamens and pistil, but
the stamens and pistil stick out
further than the recurved petals.
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My Pretoria Garden
Christo van Wijk1
I am situated next to the Bronberg Mountain in Pretoria. The most severe frost
doesn’t hit here, but rather settles closer to the highway that is about 400m from and
40m lower than me!
Winter temperatures are usually within the range of 2-23 °C (although we have
had freak cold spells with temperatures dipping to -4 °C), with the coldest period in
the two months of June and July. Minimum daily temperatures are encountered during
the hours between 1 and 4 am, and even during the coldest months are seldom below
10 °C when the sun is out. Summer temperatures are usually 18-42 °C.
I grow about 1500 varieties of bromeliads in about 40 genera, with nothing grown
in a hothouse, and most are planted with their pots in the garden. Just the very special
plants and most of my Tillandsia collection are grown under shade netting to protect
them from hail and birds (thrushes, hornbills and Indian ring-necked parakeets pose
a problem).

Figure 1. A semi-shaded bed that gets about 3 hours of morning sun, and dappled shade for the
remainder of the day. It is close to my front door, so I try to keep most of my personal favourites
in there where I can see them everyday. It features Arundina (bamboo orchids), Platyceriums,
various Tillandsia and some of my other favourite broms- Aechmea ‘Santa Catarina’, A. ‘Del Mar’,
Neoregelia ‘Pink Spider’, and xNidumea ‘Pepe’. The trees are planted in a “forest effect” and are
mostly Celtis africana and Podocarpus henkelii; in the trees I grow different cultivars of Aechmea
orlandiana, as well as Dendrobium orchids. Photo by Christo van Wijk.
A country member of the East London Bromeliad Society who resides in Pretoria, South Africa.

1
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The Aechmea orlandiana cultivars, A. ‘Jean Merkel’, A. ‘Mediopicta’, A. ‘Charcoal’,
A. ‘Black Beauty’, A. ‘Ensign’, A. ‘Reverse Ensign’, A. ‘Gold Tone’, A. ‘Hayward’, A.
‘Rainbow’, A. ‘Pink’ and A. ‘White Knight’ lose their distinctive colours when grown
in shade, but I keep the tags on individual plants grown this way. If I need pups for
somewhere with more sun, I just cut them off and move them. The colour returns
quickly in the brighter conditions. I like the green and black markings these cultivars
have in the shade, so I don’t mind too much if they lose colour.
Supposedly tender plants seem to do very well, especially Guzmania! Some tender
species like Guzmania patula and G. lingulata and a few hybrids like G. ‘Francesca’, G.
‘Paulina’ and G. ‘Zamora’ struggle, but 95% of the Guzzies thrive.
Apart from bromeliads, I also grow a variety of other plants including species
and hybirds of Anthurium, Philodendron, Alocasia, Colocasia, and Xanthosoma (Taros),
Begonia, Hoya and a variety of succulents, ferns, orchids, carnivorous plants, and more
without too much hassle.
Willie and I do all the work ourselves, and the whole garden gets cleaned every
second weekend when I take in a day worker.
Lastly, we also keep a collection of exotic and indigenous birds and fish, which we
supply to collectors and pet shops. Let’s just say...we keep busy! Lol!

Figure 2. A sunny bed that gets shade for about 2 hours a day. In this bed I grow some cacti, Sanseveria, miniature Agave, Mountain Tamborinos, and most of my sun-loving bromeliads like my
named Aechmea orlandiana cultivars, Neoregelia ‘Silver’, Neoregelia ‘Hannibal Lector’, Brocchinia
reducta (in a pot that is placed in a buried bucket of water), and also most of my Quesnelia. Photo
by Christo van Wijk.
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Figure 3. This is an odd bed, of which the front receives sun for most of the day, the midsection
gets dappled shade, and the back is in full shade. In the front I have sun-tolerant plants including
some Neoregelia carcharodon hybrids, Puya, Eulophia, and xVriecantarea ‘Julietta’. In the middle I
keep foliage Vrieseas, Aechmea bambusoides and Neoregelia silvomontana. In the back I have the
plants that require (or tolerate) shade, including specimens of Cymbidium, Canistrum, Aechmea
‘Makoyana’, more Aechmea orlandiana cultivars and Nidularium. Photo by Christo van Wijk.

Figure 4. This bed is actually very large, about 50x50m. It is under the canopy of some Acacia
and Pecan trees, so there is constant dappled shade in summer and more sun over winter when
the trees drop their leaves. Basically every plant that I don’t know what to do with gets planted
here; the bed features Neoregelia gigas, Aechmea ‘Yellow River’, species of Guzmania, Vriesea
and Neoregelia in all shapes and sizes, ferns, Aspidistra, Philodendron, Anthurium, just to mention
some! I counted more than 400 plant varieties in this bed once. Photo by Christo van Wijk.
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Spots in Neoregelia
Alan Herndon
As is the case with Billbergia, Some
species of the genus Neoregelia have
spotted leaves. Neoregelia chlorosticta
(right) actually has two kinds of spots.
The most obvious are the relatively
large green spots formed by the loss of
pigment in a thin anthocyanic (moreor-less red) layer within the leaf. You
can also see the much smaller, dark

Photo by Stephanie LaRusso

spots scattered over the leaf surface.
These spots, although reddish, are
independent of the anthocyanic layer
involved with the larger green spots.

Photo by Alan Herndon

layer produces a green spot when it
occurs over an area of leaf containing
chlorophyll, and a white spot in an
area of the leaf that lacks chlorophyll.
If you look at a spot that overlaps an
edge between the green leaf margins
and the pink stripe, the color changes
from green to white within the spot.
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These spotted species have been
used to create spotted hybrids by the
thousands. Especially impressive are
hybrids combining spots with variegation as in N. ‘First Prize’ (left and
below). The anthocyanic layer provides
intense color in the parts of the leaf
without chlorophyll. Close up (below),
you can see that the spots caused by
the loss of pigment in the anthocyanic

Photo by Alan Herndon
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In several spotted hybrids, the spots
are large and bold. They also frequently overlap, leading to splotches of color
with irregular borders - and often, no
hint of their circular origins. With the
Gary Hendrix hybrid, N. ‘Domino’
(below), the spots are generally scattered and separate in the center leaf,
but the leaf to the right has a large
longitudinal ‘line’ that dominates the

Photo by Stephanie LaRusso

pattern. You can still see the circular
spots at the lower end of the line and
overlapping the edges of the line.
Two unlikely parents - N. ‘Fireball’
with no spots and N. ‘Royal Burgundy’
with small scattered spots created the
heavily spotted hybrid shown above,

Photo by Stephanie LaRusso

(also bottom right). You can see that
the spots in this plant are more oval or
elliptical than circular in shape. Also,
the ‘lines’ formed on the leaves of the
plant shown stretch across the leaves
rather than along the length of the leaf.
In some spotted hybrids, the spots
are not themselves the main attraction,
J. Bromeliad Soc. 66(3). 2017.
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Photo by Alan Herndon

Photo by Alan Herndon

but provide a texture to the leaf. N.
‘Charm’ (above, left) and N. ‘Gespacho’ (above, right) are two classic examples. Spot patterns in N. ‘Gespacho’
show extreme changes seasonally, but
that is a story for later.
On the opposite extreme, the
species N. marmorata (bottom, left)
has lost almost all pigment from its
anthocyanic layer in the leaf blades.
You might wonder whether this should
even be considered comparable to the
plants previously mentioned. However, if you look at the leaf sheaths
towards the base of the plant, you
will see much of the red pigment still
remains and green spots are present.
Also, the irregular areas of green on the
leaf blades are most easily interpreted
as overlapping green spots.

Photo by Stephanie LaRusso
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As mentioned near the beginning,
there are spots formed in different ways
also found on the leaves of Neoregelia
species and hybrids. A brief overview
of these will be given in an upcoming
issue of the Journal. In the meantime,
examine your own collection. How
many different kinds of spotting can
you find?
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issues of the Cryptanthus Society Journal per year.

Write to Carole Richtmyer, 18814 Cypress Mountain Dr.,
Spring, TX 77388, or planobrom@aol.com
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Events Calendar
4-6 August 2017: FLORIDA COUNCIL OF BROMELIAD SOCIETIES. Florida Council of Bromeliad Societies Extravaganza “Bromeliads by the Bay”. Clarion Hotel, 2701 E Fowler Ave., Tampa,
FL 33612. Hosted by the Bromeliad Guild of Tampa Bay. For more
information, contact Sudi Hipsley (sudi@embarqmail.com)
5--6 August 2017: SOUTH BAY BROMELIAD ASSOCIATES. The
South Bay Bromeliad 50th Anniversary Show & Sale. Rainforest
Flora Inc, 19121 Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, CA, 90503. Show
hours - Saturday, August 5th - 12-4:30, Sunday, August 6th, 10 4:30 Sales Hours - Saturday, August 5th - 10 - 4:30, Sunday, August
6th, 10 - 4:30 . Ted Johnson tedjohnsonyh@yahoo.com
9--10 September 2017: ILLAWARRA BROMELIAD SOCIETY INC.
Annual Show. Uniting Church Hall, Russell Street, Corrimal NSW
Australia. Opening hours: 9.00am - 4.00pm Saturday, 9.00am
- 3.00pm Sunday. Free admission Ann Kennon, telephone: (02)
42627614. bromsillawarra@gmail.com
16-17 September 2017: SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN BROMELIAD SOCIETY. The Southeast Michigan Bromeliad Society
show and sale. Matthaei Botanical Gardens, Ann Arbor, MI. 10am4:30pm. This show is part of the annual Exotic Plant Sale co-sponsored
with the Michigan Cactus and Succulent Society. Penrith Goff. pgoff@
wideopenwest.com
15 October 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND, INC.
Spring Sale & Display. War Memorial Hall, Balmoral, Auckland, New
Zealand. gray.barclay@xtra.co.nz
20-22 October 2017: SOUTHWEST BROMELIAD GUILD & THE
CRYPTANTHUS SOCIETY. SWBG Annual Show and Sale, Cryptanthus Society Biennial Show, Crowne Plaza Addison, Dallas, TX
3--4 November 2017: BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.
Mead Gardens GROWvember Fall Plant Sale. Mead Botanical Gardens,
1500 S Denning Dr, Winter Park, FL 32789. The BSCF will have a booth
at the event for plant sales. Mike Saunders
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The Bromeliad Society International
The purpose of this nonprofit corporation is to promote and maintain public and scientific interest in bromeliads
through support of scientific and horticultural research, preservation, and display of bromeliads, both natural and
hybrid, throughout the world. You are invited to join in this endeavor.
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